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Assume the role of a young man named Natsuki who tends to stay in his room most of the time. This is when he hears from a voice that says "The world doesn’t need you." He comes to believe that this voice is telling him the truth. He leaves his room to search for the truth. The limited supply of equipment available makes the game
different from other titles. Hikibyou2 starts on floor 3 but the player can take the game in three different directions - whether to go left, right or straight. The game progresses gradually through a number of floors in randomly selected order, though every floor also has a different theme. Enemies like bees, spiders, etc. are sometimes found.
In certain areas of the game, tools are available that are needed to continue progress. There is a multi-player mode which offers local co-op over Xbox Live. The 7th Floor! One day when he was a child, Koushi went out and found a mysterious robot lying in the forest. He brought the robot home where he then named him "Orange". Since
then, Orange has been Koushi's only friend. But Koushi's home was destroyed and his mother was taken away. The orphanage where he was raised was also destroyed. Koushi then took charge of the near-by cave. Thus, he came to live there. There was a time when there was more than just him, but now everything has changed. There is no
more activity in the cave and no one lives there. It is a big change from before and a new world comes. Greenwood: Are you really Koushi, the player? Nope. He is just a robot. Koushi: I am me. But, he's a robot. Did you hear me say "me"? Am I not me? Do you understand? Then, do you understand? Me... I'm Koushi. I'm me! I'm me, me, me,
me, me, me, me! I'm not you! ... Do you know that? ... Umm... (Everyone) Do you want to call me Koushi? How about this? Say it as "Koushi." What's the point? Koushi: But no. This is Koushi.

Features Key:
Original soundtrack recorded at RIM Music Studios
Recorded and mixed in 7.1 Surround Track listing: 01. FULL METAL ALCHEMY 02. FINAL WAR 03. ELF WARRIOR 04. FORTRESS BUILDER 05. THE ARCANE CHORUS 06. NO JAPANESE ENGINE 07. T.M.F.G. Re-Imagined
Two game modes: Story campaign and Score Attack  
Extras: feature lengths, cold cuts, commentary tracks, and 4-page mini comic
International box contains the CD and English language insert.
Release date November 1st (North America)
The label not-so-helpfully refers to the game as "Retail Exclusive Distributed by Coretronic Systems"
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